VMware vSphere 7 with Bitfusion
on Dell EMC PowerEdge Servers
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Organizations are rapidly embracing artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) to
open new opportunities and accelerate business. Development and deployment of these
applications require an elastic platform with massive compute power, which has led to the
proliferation of GPUs in addition to traditional CPUs. However, these configurations do not
fit well with current practices and deployment models, which assume a static allocation of
GPUs for each user or framework regardless of utilization, performance and scalability. In
large-scale deployments, GPU servers cannot be shared or pooled, and would typically
serve pointed and localized applications where GPU utilization averages below 15 percent,
even for advanced users. The resulting silos increase CapEx and OpEx spend while
slowing data center modernization.
vSphere Bitfusion solves this problem by treating GPUs as first-class resources that can
be abstracted, partitioned, automated and shared like traditional compute resources. As
part of a common infrastructure, GPUs are accessible from anywhere in the data center.
Additionally, vSphere Bitfusion offers the ability to dynamically adjust compute resources
from fractions of a GPU to many GPUs, with on-demand network-attached GPUs from
multiple servers. This results in two to four times better utilization, which translates directly
into business agility and cost savings.

AUDIENCE
This paper is intended for anyone who wants to design and deploy a cost-optimized
integrated vSphere Bitfusion solution. The information in this paper is ideal for architects
and engineers who support AI/ML workloads that require GPU accelerators. It provides a
detailed overview of the newly integrated vSphere Bitfusion solution running on Dell EMC
PowerEdge Servers.
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW
VMware vSphere Bitfusion is based on a client/server model architecture that is easily
deployed without any need for change or special software in the hypervisor or the AI/ML
applications. Clients, which are either virtual machines or containers, run the AI workloads
locally and connect to virtualized servers that provide access to GPUs across the network.

Not only does Bitfusion allow you to attach GPUs to any machine remotely, offering
reduction in total cost of ownership, it also lets you slice a single GPU into multiple virtual
GPUs of any size, providing increased utilization due to the enablement of running
multiple workloads in parallel on the same GPU.

Bitfusion allows you to take advantage of underutilized GPU compute cycles more efficiently
by allowing real-time aggregation and disaggregation of GPUs. For instance, you can keep
your workloads on CPU machines most of the time and remotely attach a GPU only when
the workload needs a GPU, increasing utilization of GPUs by two to four times.
Bitfusion improves the unit economics of use cases, which may not take advantage
of entire nodes and GPUs, such as early testing and validation of machine learning
algorithms. Fractional GPUs (as small as 1/20th of a GPU) can be assigned at runtime to
support many more users than before on the same physical hardware. This affords finegrained resource control without having to resort to a variety of lower- powered devices
that would increase the scope and burden of infrastructure management. Bitfusion delivers
high performance GPU instances with significantly lower costs and enables users to “right
size” spending and capacity to various stages of development and testing.
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BITFUSION CLIENT
Bitfusion clients are virtual machines or containers that connect remotely to GPUs or
fractions of GPUs over the network. This capability is made possible by a lightweight
agent that intercepts GPU language calls and redirects them to the remote Bitfusion
GPU Server instances. The client service executes a run command that allocates GPU
resources and releases them when the job is completed.
The end user can also request GPU resources in a reservation-like manner and hold them
until the system shuts down or the service is stopped. It is also possible to set idle time so
that unutilized GPU resources are released back to the pool.
Setting up a client is both simple and quick. The agent is downloaded and installed via
command line into the guest OS, either CentOS 7 or Ubuntu 16.04/18.04. Since the
agent is transparent to both the AI/ML application and the underlying virtual infrastructure,
vSphere capabilities such as vMotion, High-Availability and Dynamic Resource Scheduling
are not impacted, which is a significant advantage over other GPU approaches. Once
the agent is installed, the Bitfusion client must be enabled in the vCenter UI in order to
gain visibility and access to remote Bitfusion GPU clusters. Information about the various
Bitfusion clients in the environment is displayed on the Clients tab of the Bitfusion plug-in
in the vCenter user interface (UI).
Bitfusion clients can be deployed on any virtualized server running vSphere 6.7
Standard or later.
BITFUSION SERVER
A Bitfusion Server is deployed as a virtual appliance (OVA) to any virtualized GPU server
running vSphere 7 Enterprise Plus. The Bitfusion server is responsible for exposing GPU
resources in the host, receiving connections from Bitfusion clients, passing incoming AI/
ML GPU language requests to the physical GPUs and returning the results.
Setup is straightforward and consists of walking through a step-by-step installer to specify
the number of interfaces, IP address information, DNS, etc. After the server appliance
has been successfully deployed, it needs to be enabled in the vCenter UI. Next steps
include connecting the server appliance to the GPUs via DirectPath I/O (Pass-through),
adding variables to the server appliance’s vmx configuration file, and registering the server
appliance with vCenter.
Note: Bitfusion clusters are made up of multiple Bitfusion servers, but those servers don’t
need to be in the same physical cluster or in the same vSphere cluster. They can be
aggregated from servers distributed across the data center.
BITFUSION PLUG-IN
Integrated in the vCenter server appliance is a Bitfusion plug-in that tracks registration of
the Bitfusion servers and clients as they come online and provides a clean Bitfusion UI to
monitor and manage GPU clusters, servers, clients and users, as well as more advanced
settings like defining global client defaults such as GPU quotas or auto-disconnect of idle
GPUs to free them up for other clients.
Dashboards provide visibility into GPU allocation and usage from multiple perspectives.
The Cluster view lists Bitfusion servers, the number of GPUs in each server, which GPUs
are in use and their usage over time. A Server view provides a more granular view of
each server including which clients are connected, their GPU utilization, GPU memory
consumption and network traffic. It also performs health checks on the servers to ensure
optimal performance.
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There is also a Client view that displays the number of GPUs allocated and utilization
over time.

EXECUTION FLOW
Bitfusion runs as a transparent software layer that exposes the host’s physical GPUs as
pooled resources to be consumed by VMs across the data center. When an AI/ML job
begins, vSphere Bitfusion allocates GPU resources and dynamically attaches them over
the network. The following diagram walks through the end-to-end execution flow between
the agent in the Bitfusion client to the GPUs in the Bitfusion server.
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1. API stream is captured from the application and redirected to Bitfusion runtime and
requests device ID number N.
2. Bitfusion runtime translates device ID N to N’ based on all available local and remote GPUs.
3. Bitfusion runtime marshals GPU function and transmits requests via the network.
4. Request arrives at remote system targeted to the Bitfusion server.
5. Request received at the Bitfusion server, de-marshaled and translated.
6. Translated request is sent to the GPU toolkit as a normal functional call.
7. Toolkit and libraries call the driver API and GPU driver as normal flow.
8. Bitfusion server runtime marshals GPU return code and any resulting outputs.
9. Request arrives at remote system targeted to Bitfusion server.
10. Request received at Bitfusion client, and de-marshaled; device ID is translated
back from N’ to N.
11. Code returned to application. Application resumes execution.

SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE
The following diagram depicts the environment setup to validate the new vSphere
Bitfusion integration on Dell Technologies hardware. On the left side, a vSAN cluster
consisting of four PowerEdge R740 vSAN Ready Nodes hosts several Client VMs,
each with the Bitfusion agent installed. On the right is a GPU cluster consisting of two
PowerEdge R740 nodes and three PowerEdge C4140 nodes, each with a Bitfusion
server appliance connected directly to the server’s internal GPUs. The solution includes a
redundant 10 Gbe network for management, vSAN, vMotion and VM traffic as well as a 25
GbE network dedicated to GPU communication and NFS storage.
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TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
This section provides an overview of the technologies used in this solution:
• VMware vSphere 7 Ent +
• VMware vSAN 7
• VMware vCenter 7
• Dell EMC PowerEdge R740 vSAN Ready Node AF6
• Dell EMC PowerEdge C4140
• Dell EMC PowerEdge R740
VMWARE VSPHERE 7 ENTERPRISE PLUS
vSphere is VMware’s virtualization platform, which transforms data centers into
aggregated computing infrastructures that include CPU, storage and networking
resources. vSphere manages these infrastructures as a unified operating environment
and provides the tools to administer the data centers that participate in that environment.
vSphere Bitfusion is a feature of vSphere 7 Enterprise Plus, however Bitfusion clients can
be deployed on any edition of vSphere 6.7 or later.
VMWARE VSAN 7
vSAN is VMware’s software-defined storage solution. It is natively integrated with the
vSphere hypervisor, and vCenter Server unified management software, drastically
simplifying storage deployment, management and removing storage silos. While massive
datasets associated with AI/ML workloads should be stored on shared storage, like
hyperconverged vSAN storage provides a highly performant, scalable and cost-effective
solution for storing the VM Disks (VMDKs).
VMWARE VCENTER 7
vCenter Server is the centralized management component of vSphere used to administer
ESXi hosts, virtual machines, containers and Kubernetes clusters across the data center.
It also provides management of many advanced vSphere capabilities including distributed
resource scheduler, high availability, vMotion and storage vMotion, as well as dashboards
for visibility and management of virtualized GPU cluster, servers and clients via the
Bitfusion plug-in.
DELL EMC POWEREDGE R740 VSAN READY NODE
Dell EMC vSAN Ready Nodes are pre-configured building blocks that reduce deployment
risks with certified configurations, improve storage efficiency by up to 50 percent, and can
help you build or scale your vSAN cluster faster. Each Ready Node is optimally configured
for vSAN with the required amount of CPU, memory, network, I/O controllers and storage
(SSDs, HDDs or flash devices).
Pre-installed hyper-converged infrastructure
Bundled hyper-converged infrastructure software licenses
Single-vendor support from the server vendor to cover both hardware
and hyper-converged infrastructure software
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DELL EMC POWEREDGE C4140 SERVER
PowerEdge C4140 is a high-density purpose-built rack server designed to handle the
most demanding technical computing workloads. With the 2nd Generation Intel® Xeon®
Scalable processors, the C4140 is a leading GPU-accelerated platform in the PowerEdge
server portfolio to enable a scalable business architecture in a heterogeneous data center
environment.
With four double-width accelerators in just 1U of space, the C4140 delivers outstanding
performance and maximum density while reducing your space, cost and management
requirements, making it an optimal choice for a vSphere Bitfusion server appliance.
Key capabilities offered:
• Leading GPU-accelerated platform in the PowerEdge server portfolio enabling a
scalable business architecture in a heterogeneous data center environment
• Maximum performance density with four GPU/accelerators in a 1U form factor reducing
the number of servers required to perform technical computing workloads
• Innovative platform design creating a superior thermal efficiency and high accelerator flexibility

DELL EMC POWEREDGE R740 SERVER
The Dell EMC PowerEdge R740 is a two-socket, 2U rack server designed to run
complex workloads using highly scalable memory, I/O capacity and network options.
The R740 features the 2nd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor family, up to
24 DIMMs, PCI Express® (PCIe) 3.0 enabled expansion slots, and a choice of network
interface technologies.
The PowerEdge R740 is a general-purpose platform capable of handling demanding
workloads and applications, such as data warehouses, e-commerce, databases and highperformance computing (HPC). The PowerEdge R740’s dynamic configuration enables it
to support up to three double-wide 300W or six single-wide 150W GPUs.
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GPU SUPPORT
vSphere Bitfusion supports commercial GPUs. (As a practical matter, vSphere Bitfusion
quickly integrates with new releases of GPU language code and tests on a matrix of AI/ML
apps and GPUs).

NETWORK DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The client VM networking is composed of two vNICs, one for accessing the VM instance
over what would traditionally be your corporate network and the second for accessing
GPUs and any required storage resources that are hosting datasets or home directories.
It is recommended that the GPU network be a minimum of 10 GbE, however, the use
case will dictate the level of performance required. For the best possible performance and
lowest latency connection to the pooled GPUs the use of PVRDMA is suggested.
The Server appliance VM networking is configured with two vNICs as well. One is
allocated for connection to the VMware management network to provide vCenter access
for managing the vSphere Bitfusion Server Appliance and the second interface is used for
GPU and storage access. Both interfaces leverage VMXNet3, but PVRDMA could also be
used to improve network performance if the use case requires the lowest possible latency
(this requires the clients to have PVRDMA enabled as well).
The physical GPU servers have three physical interfaces, each mapped to a standard
vSwitch. Two of the interfaces are used as redundant links for VMware services and the
one additional interface to access the GPUs. One important guiding principle is that a
dedicated a high-speed network for GPU access that minimizes the switching hops will
reduce latency and will keep unnecessary jitter from impacting vSphere Bitfusion client
and server communications.
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CONCLUSION
VMware vSphere 7 with Bitfusion running on Dell EMC hardware produces a performant,
scalable and cost-effective solution to provide GPU acceleration for AI/ML workloads
across the data center. The solution is easy to deploy and transparent to both the AI/ML
applications and the underlying virtual infrastructure, preserving vSphere capabilities such
as vMotion, High-availability and dynamic resource scheduling that may not be achievable
with other GPU approaches.
This solution offers on-demand network-attached GPUs from servers across the data
center with the ability to dynamically adjust compute resources from fractions of a GPU
to many GPUs in order to maximize utilization of GPU resources and ensure power is
delivered where it’s needed. This results in two to four times better utilization, which
translates directly into business agility and cost savings, enabling organizations to
accelerate business and open new opportunities.
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